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ABSTRACT
Objectives: In this study we evaluate the relationship between early stage of breast cancer
diagnosis and geographic access to mammography in New York State.
Methods: We utilized indicators of spatial autocorrelation to assess if significant clusters of
early stage breast cancer diagnosis and mammogram facilities occurred across NY counties
over the years 2007-11. We used spatial autoregressive models to evaluate the importance
of density and proximity of facilities in early stage cancer, controlling for several
demographic and socioeconomic factors.
Results: Among 62 counties, the density of mammogram facilities varied from 0.2 to 2
sites/10,000 women, while distance to a facility from population centroid ranged between
0.44 to 38.58 miles. Four significant spatial clusters of high percentages of early stage
breast cancer diagnosis were identified. The spatial autoregressive model indicated that the
only statistically significant variable relating to higher percent of early stage at diagnosis
was higher education (p=0.005).
Conclusion: Using the county as the spatial unit of analysis, higher education was more
significant than spatial access to mammography on the percent of early stage breast cancer
diagnosis.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the second most prevalent cancer (25% of all cancers in 2012), and the
most frequent type among women worldwide1. In the U.S., the 2012 incidence rate was 119
cases/100,000 women 1,2. In New York State (NY), the incidence rate was 124/100,000
women, slightly higher than the national rate 3. Recent data suggest that 65% of breast
cancer patients in NY are diagnosed at an early stage, with county averages ranging from
55% to 75%, indicating regional disparities4. The effects of screening mammography on
breast cancer mortality has been controversial, yet many studies and expert opinion
strongly advocate the positive effects of early detection on reducing mortality 5-7.
There are many factors that can potentially impact early diagnosis. First, minority women
tend to present at later stages compared to Caucasian women, suggesting racial disparities,
especially among Black and Hispanic. These disparities have been attributed to a number of
factors, both clinical and non-clinical, and persist after controlling for other potential
confounders such as socioeconomic status (SES), family history, insurance status, and
screening mammography utilization 8-10. One possible explanation centers on racial
segregation, which can have negative effects on access to care and health outcomes. For
example, a study in Detroit found that mammography access and black racial segregation
were positively spatially correlated with later stage breast cancer diagnosis 8. Similarly,
neighborhood segregation based on income, educational attainment, and race in New York
City was associated with the stage of breast cancer at time of diagnosis 10.
Second, SES is often associated with both breast cancer stage at diagnosis and general
health outcomes. Higher educational attainment of a community was associated with a
decreased risk of late stage presentation in New York City 10. Moreover, in a review of 10
state cancer registries, including NY, lack of insurance, poverty, and Hispanic and black
race/ethnicity were positively correlated with later stage at presentation 11,12. A spatial
analysis of late stage diagnosis in Florida using census block level data identified
neighborhoods with high poverty levels to have as much as three times the risk of late
stage diagnosis while controlling for other factors such as insurance status and
mammography prevalence 13. Low neighborhood SES was also found to be associated with
late stage breast cancer diagnosis in Illinois 14.
Third, health insurance status needs to be considered in addressing stage of breast cancer
diagnosis. Women with Medicaid or no insurance were almost three times as likely to have a
stage III or IV rather than I or II diagnosis as compared to women with private insurance,
especially among blacks and Hispanics 15-17. Lack of health insurance was also found to be
associated with the size of tumor at presentation 18. In Michigan insurance status was found
to be the most important predictor of access to mammogram screening 19.
In recent years, controversy has developed surrounding the risks and benefits of
mammography. However, there is little dispute that mammography can detect smaller
tumors, which would lead to earlier diagnosis, improved treatment outcomes, and better 5year survival 2,20-22. U.S. preventative health policy dictates mammography as an optimal
method of early detection 23. Despite these recommendations, screening rates have declined
in the U.S., and are particularly lower for women of racial minority and lower SES 8,24,25.
Few studies (with mixed results) have focused on proximity and density of mammography
services and its effects on stage of diagnosis and mortality. Regarding density, some
studies have found that greater mammogram density led to higher odds of screening or
earlier stage of breast cancer diagnosis 26-28. No significant association between distance to
mammography facility and early stage breast cancer diagnosis has also been
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reported29,13,17,26,27,30-33. Despite these results, it was estimated that there needs to be
approximately 1.2 mammogram facilities per 10,000 women over 40 years of age in order
to comply with the Healthy People 2010 goal (70% screening) 34.
This study aims to evaluate the relationship between stage of breast cancer diagnosis and
access to mammography screening in NY. It utilizes geospatial techniques to appraise the
potential impact of both the proximity to a mammography facility and the density of
mammography facilities per county, controlling for demographic and socioeconomic factors.
We choose to address both proximity and density in order to better inform future policy
regarding the spatial distribution of new mammography units.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Conceptual Framework
From a socio-demographic perspective, NY has a very diverse population with extremes in
racial segregation and social determinants of health, potential impacting stage of diagnosis.
Additionally, NY encompasses rural and urban regions with varying densities of
mammogram facilities (0-2.08 mammogram facilities/10,000 women) and a wide range of
proximity to mammogram facilities (0.44-38.57 miles).
From a programmatic perspective, NY public health policy and practices are administered at
county level health departments. Their focus is on prevention of communicable and noncommunicable diseases, including cancer services, health promotion, and a protection policy
regarding environmental health hazards 35. Additionally, NY provides free cancer screening
for breast, cervical, and colorectal cancers for residents who are uninsured or underinsured
and cannot afford the costs, through the county-level Cancer Services Program (CSP) 36.
Over the years 2007-2011, 238,566 women used breast and/or cervical cancer screening
services provided by CSP. As much as 98% of these women were uninsured, with the
remaining being underinsured. Almost one third of the users self-identified as Hispanic 37.
The uniqueness of the CSP coupled with the socio-demographic and geographic diversity
observed in NY may have important relationships with the stage of breast cancer diagnosis.
We hypothesize that counties with higher density of mammogram facilities per 10,000
women and whose facilities are located at shorter distances will have higher rates of early
breast cancer diagnosis. In addition, it is possible that some of the socio-demographic
variables identified as important that correlate with the stage of breast cancer diagnosis in
previous studies (e.g., minorities, uninsured) could have lower importance in NY due to the
CSP.
Socio-demographic and cancer data
Data on the percentage of early diagnosis of breast cancer by county was obtained from the
NY State Cancer Registry 38. Data were available as an aggregated percentage from 20072011. Information on health insurance status for females aged 18-65, language isolation,
and poverty status were obtained from the NY State profile, National Cancer Institute SEER
database for the year 2010. Language isolation, was defined as households in which no
person aged 14 or more spoke only English, or spoke a language other than English at
home, or was able to speak English fluently 39. Poverty status was based on the percent of
families living below the federal poverty line.
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US Census data on age, race, gender, and educational attainment for the female population
aged 18 and older by county in 2010 were extracted from the ESRI Business Analyst 2013
data package. After individually testing Pearson correlation between Black, Hispanic, and
combined races with early stage at diagnosis, Black and Hispanic women were combined to
generate the binary variable minority. Bachelor and graduate degrees were also collapsed
to generate the binary variable higher education.
Spatial data
Boundary shape-files for NY counties were obtained from ESRI Data and Maps 2012, and
projected into the NAD 1983 State Plane New York Central (US Feet) coordinate system.
Socio-demographic data and information of breast cancer were merged with boundary
shape-files using the county as the reference variable. All data were merged
and processed in ArcMap v.10.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA).
Measures of density and proximity
Location of mammography facilities was obtained from the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) website, 40 and mapped utilizing boundary shape-files for NY counties. The total
number of facilities per county was calculated, and density was defined as the number of
facilities per 10,000 women older than 18, in order to take into account the fact that county
size and population density varies across NY. Regarding proximity, we did not have exact
locations of each woman diagnosed with breast cancer, but only an aggregated number for
the county. Thus, for each county, the average distance between the population (females
over age 18) centroid of the county and each mammography facility in the county was
calculated. For counties that did not have any mammogram facility, the distance to the
closest facility in neighboring counties was computed. All mapping and calculations were
done in ArcMap v.10.2.
Spatial Analysis
The presence of spatial clusters in the percentage of early diagnosis of breast cancer, in the
proximity to a mammography facility, and in the density of facilities was assessed though
global and local Moran’s I indicators of spatial autocorrelation 41. For both tests the weight
matrix was defined based on a first-order queen neighborhood definition. Results of the
local Moran’s I were corrected for multiple testing utilizing the False Discovery Rate (FDR)
procedure 42. Moran’s I calculations were done in ArcMap v.10.2, and the FDR correction
was done in Microsoft Excel.
Correlates of early diagnosis of breast cancer
We constructed three Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression models to assess the
correlates of early diagnosis of breast cancer. Model 1 focused on the density of
mammography facilities, Model 2 focused on the distance to the facilities, and Model 3
combined both density and distance. Based on previous studies and on the conceptual
framework presented above, all three models controlled for the following variables: (i)
percentage of minority female population; (ii) higher education; (iii) percent uninsured; (iv)
percent poverty; and (v) language isolation. We used Global Moran’s I indicator to test if the
OLS residuals had any remaining spatial structure, in which case we considered the use of
spatial autoregressive linear models.
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The study only used data aggregated at the county level, and thus data with no identifiers.
This qualified for an IRB exemption, as reviewed by the Harvard School of Public Health
Ethical Review board.
RESULTS
Spatial pattern of early diagnosis of breast cancer and mammography facilities
Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the percentage of early diagnosis of breast cancer
by county, and the location of mammogram facilities. The average percent of early
diagnosis was 64.7% (minimum of 55.5% in Orange County, and maximum of 75.5% in
Yates). The total number of mammogram facilities per county ranged from 0 (Tioga and
Hamilton) to 68 (Kings). The average distance from population centroid to the nearest
mammography facility ranged from 0.44 miles (Cayuga) to 38.6 miles (Hamilton).
The global Moran’s I indicator for percent of early stage breast cancer diagnosis was 0.168
(p=0.0061), suggesting that the statewide distribution of early stage diagnosis is not
random across counties. The FDR-adjusted local Moran’s I indicator showed the presence of
four significant clusters of high percentage of early stage breast cancer diagnosis - Yates,
Tompkins, Schuyler, and Franklin Counties (Figure 2).
Figure 3 shows the local Moran’s I results for mammogram facility proximity and density.
St. Lawrence was the only significant cluster of high proximity to mammogram facilities.
Hamilton also revealed high proximity, but it was surrounded by areas with low proximity to
a mammogram facility. However, despite the proximity, Hamilton was significant for a low
density of mammogram facilities, surrounded by counties with high density. Lastly, Warren
was significant for a pattern of high density surrounded by Counties with low density of
facilities.
Correlates of early diagnosis of breast cancer
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of the variables included in the regression models,
and the Pearson’s correlation index between each variable and the percentage of early stage
diagnosis. Results indicate the vast county-level racial and socioeconomic diversity in NY
State. For example, the county percent of black and Hispanic women varied from 0.72%
(Essex) to 66.71% (Bronx). Minority status, poverty, uninsured, and language isolation had
a negative correlation with percent of early diagnosis. In contrast, higher education and
mammogram facility geographic variables were positively correlated with percent of early
diagnosis.
Table 2 shows that proximity to and density of mammogram facilities did not have
significant effects at the county level in any of the models. Education was the only variable
significant in all models, with, approximately, a 10-percentage point increase in County
percent of higher education associated with an increase of 2.3 percent of early stage
diagnosis. Minority status displayed negative, although insignificant, associations with early
stage at diagnosis for all three models.
The residuals of the models indicated the presence of spatial autocorrelation, thus we ran a
spatial error model (which assumes that the spatial structure left in the residuals is a result
of unobservable factors), as indicated by the Lagrange Multiplier tests 41. Since Model 2
(Table 2) had the lowest AIC, we only ran the error model considering the proximity
variable. Table 3 shows the results of the spatial autoregressive model. The coefficient of
the spatial lag term on the residuals (lambda) was significant, indicating an improvement
over the OLS models. This was also corroborated by a lower AIC and a higher R 2. Similarly
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to the OLS models, only education had a significant association with early stage breast
cancer diagnosis; however the magnitude of the effect was slightly reduced.
Being black or Hispanic, living in language isolation, and living farther from a mammogram
facility also lead to a later stage of diagnosis in the spatial model. Although the same was
true for minority in the OLS model, living in language isolation and farther from a
mammogram facility was associated with earlier stage of diagnosis. In contrast, counties
that had more women with a bachelor or graduate degree, more uninsured women, and
more families living below the poverty line had more consistent early stage at diagnosis.
This was also consistent in the OLS model.
DISCUSSION
This study found that the distribution of early stage breast cancer diagnosis by counties in
NY State was not homogeneous, with four significant clusters of high percentage of early
stage diagnosis observed in Yates, Tompkins, Schuyler, and Franklin Counties. Spatial
patterns of density of and proximity to a mammogram facility were not similar: one county
(St. Lawrence) was significant for a cluster of high proximity to mammogram facilities, and
one county (Warren) was significant for a cluster of high density of facilities. Both OLS and
spatial regression revealed that the only significant variable associated with early stage
diagnosis was higher education. Neither density of nor proximity to a mammogram facility
had significant effects considering the county as the unit of analysis.
The four counties with significant high rates of early diagnosis (Yates, Tompkins, Schuyler,
and Franklin) have an ethnically homogenous population: low percentages of black women
(1.0%-6.4%), Hispanic women (1.7%-4.6%), and language isolation (0.1%-5%). Higher
education, however, was widely dispersed among these four counties ranging from 18% to
50%. Notably, Tompkins (home to Cornell University and Ithaca College) has the second
highest educational attainment percentage among the 62 counties. In contrast to these four
counties is the Bronx, which showed a low-low cluster for early stage at diagnosis, though
not statistically significant. With an early diagnosis rate of 59.7%, 26% of families live
under the poverty line, over 50% of the female population is either African American or
Hispanic, only 18% of the population has a bachelor degree or higher, 18% of the
population live in language isolation, and there are only 0.35 mammogram facilities per
10,000 women. Spatially, the Bronx is a predominantly lower SES area sandwiched between
two primarily wealthy counties (Manhattan and Westchester).
Considering the estimation of 1.2 mammogram facilities per 10,000 women over 40 years of
age in order to achieve 70% screening rate34, only five of the 62 counties in NY State met
these standards (Warren, Delaware, Cortland, Franklin, and Otsego). With the exception of
Cortland (64.3%), these counties registered a percent of early stage at diagnosis above the
state average (1.4-9.3%). In addition, these counties had varied indicators of proximity to a
mammogram facility: 2.54-23.3 miles. Although mammogram density and proximity were
not found to be significant in the regression models, these variables do not take into
account other important considerations such as financial access, waiting times, health
literacy, perceived service quality, and health seeking behavior.
The only variable with a significant (and positive) association with early stage breast cancer
diagnosis was higher education. This is consistent with prior research and suggests that
higher education leads to more health awareness and literacy. Additionally, higher education
may be related to increased awareness of the CSP in New York. It is often argued that
breast cancer awareness and education, combined with a clinical exam, play a critical role
as a driver of early detection and favorable outcomes, irrespective of mammography use 43.
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In addition, it has been suggested that women with the greatest health awareness and
literacy can identify breast cancer risks (such as lumps), and seek quick clinical care 44,45.
Greater levels of uninsured women and of poor families had a positive non-significant effect
on percent of early diagnosis. While non-significant, this positive association could suggest
a beneficial impact of NY’s free breast cancer screening program, which theoretically
reduces financial barriers to screening mammography. In fact, from 2007-2011 roughly
170,000 women had screening mammography through the program and 93.7%-98.6% of
these women were uninsured. In 2011-2012 alone, roughly 16% of women screened
reported themselves as Black, and 31.1% as Hispanic 37. Lastly, consistent with prior
research, larger proportions of African American and Hispanic, as well as non-English
speaking populations were associated with a lower percentage of early diagnosis (although
the results were not significant). Perhaps a language barrier poses a challenge to accessing
valuable information about health and health services, including knowledge about NY’s free
screening program.
This study has several limitations. First, we did not have access to information on actual
mammogram facility usage per county, which compared with the total number of women
eligible for a mammogram could be an indication of coverage. Second, there are no data on
individual knowledge, perception of risk, and behavior (perception of the need to have a
mammography, perception of quality of services provided in mammogram facilities, etc.).
Most importantly, we only had access to data at the county-level, and thus important intracounty heterogeneities and associations that present at a much more local-level could not
be assessed. Ideally, an individual-level assessment, combining quantitative and qualitative
methods, with good spatial coverage, would facilitate the assessment of intra- and intercounty differences, shedding light on the most recommended combinations of strategies
that can promote awareness, increased screening, and ultimately result in higher rates of
early stage breast cancer diagnosis.
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Tables:
Table 1: Demographic and Geospatial Characteristics for New York State’s 62
Counties
Correlation
with % of
Early Stage
County
Standard
Breast Cancer
Variable/Parameter
Average Deviation Minimum Maximum
Diagnosis
Minority (%)
Higher Education (%)
Uninsured (%)
Poverty (%)
Language Isolation (%)
Proximity to Mammogram
Facilities (Miles)
Density of Mammogram
Facilities (per10,000
women)

8.58
25.85
10.74
15.87
2.57

11.74
8.98
1.83
4.47
4.02

0.72
14.71
7.60
5.80
0.10

66.71
57.65
17.20
36.50
18.40

-0.330
0.089
-0.070
-0.167
-0.313

7.81

6.17

0.44

38.57

0.011

0.70

0.36

0.00

2.08

0.179

Table 2. Results of the OLS Regression Models for Association of County Percent of
Early Stage at Diagnosis
Variables/Parameter
N=62 counties
Constant
Minority (%)
Education (%)
Uninsured (%)
Poverty (%)
Language Isolation (%)
Density of Mammogram
Facilities
Proximity to
Mammogram Facilities
(Miles)
Model Diagnostics:
AIC
R2
Global Moran's I

Model 1
Coefficient p-value
54.8301 <0.0001
-0.1463
0.3522
0.2292
0.0202
0.3370
0.4205
0.2032
0.3212
0.2483
0.5997
0.8811

Model 2
Coefficient p-value
53.9035 <0.0001
-0.1281
0.4164
0.2325
0.0173
0.5961
0.2248
0.1890
0.3510
0.4079
0.4059

0.5799
0.1076

360.412
0.199
2.879

0.0040

359.497
0.210
2.852

Model 3
Coefficient p-value
53.7519 <0.0001
-0.1232
0.4385
0.2281
0.0210
0.5856
0.2369
0.1725
0.4051
0.3879
0.4345
0.7219

0.6521

0.1028

0.3414

361.19
0.214
2.912

0.0035

0.3122

0.0043

Table 3. Results of the Spatial Error Autoregressive model for Association of
County Percent Early Stage of Diagnosis
Variables/Parameters
Constant
Minority (%)
Higher Education (%)
Uninsured (%)
Poverty (%)
Language Isolation (%)
Proximity to Mammogram Facilities (Miles)
Lambda
Model Diagnostics:
AIC
R squared
Likelihood Ratio Test

Coefficient
56.5542
-0.0953
0.1922
0.6740
0.0492
-0.3753
-0.1228
0.3506
354.954
0.2896
4.5431

Standard Error
5.1395
0.1595
0.0678
0.4256
0.2276
0.4726
0.0955
0.1497

p-value
<0.0001
0.5499
0.0046
0.1132
0.8289
0.4272
0.1985
0.0192

0.0331
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